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CONTEXT
 Considerable research on workplace health and safety (Duffy & McGoldrick 1990), with 
some attention to violence in the workplace especially for frontline workers (Mayhew & 
Chappell 2001).
 Some examination of crime on public transport in the UK and USA (Burrell 2007, 
Newton 2004, Loukaitou-Sideris 1999) but no studies on bus driver violence in 
Australia (cf taxis and trains).
 Those working in the transport sector are more than twice as likely to be assaulted and 
nearly four times as likely to be threatened, ranking higher than workers in security, 
protective services and social support fields (Budd 2001).
 Yet, overall victimisation rates are said to be low but this is based on limited reporting 
and little knowledge about the levels of aggression and patterning of offences.
MEDIA EXAMPLES
MEDIA EXAMPLES
RESEARCH PROJECT
 Systematic literature review and consultations  scoping paper and presentation to 
industry and government  federal funding for year long study. 
 Concerned with nature and extent of aggression, antecedents and consequences, 
and evaluating crime prevention techniques. 
 Methodological components:
 Focus groups with drivers
 Interviews with industry stakeholders
 Observational study using web-based tool
 Analyses of existing incident reports and CCTV
 Surveys of drivers regarding victimisation 
INDUSTRY PARTNERS
Researchers in Business – Enterprise Connect – Australian Government
FOCUS GROUP THEMES
Vulnerability
Inevitability
VolatilityIncongruity
Positivity
OBSERVATION STUDY
OBSERVATION STUDY
DESCRIPTIVE CRIMINOLOGY
• Unprotected cash 
handling procedures 
• Exterior door release 
with accessible 
design 
• Isolated stop for driver 
meal and rest breaks 
• Rock throwing site 
concealed behind 
hedge
• Hot spot for drivers 
from drunken patrons
PREVENTION PERSPECTIVES
MOTIVATING FEATURES ENABLING STRUCTURES
Reduced effort e.g. open access to driver, mobile environment
Low risks e.g. limited security, isolation
Rewards e.g. cash on hand, unprotected personal belongings 
Provocations e.g. ticketing, tight time schedules, overcrowding
Excuses e.g. ‘no child left behind’, attitude towards drivers
AGGRESSION EXAMPLES
TYPE ACTION
Physical abuse stabbed, punched, kicked, spat at, robbed, missiles thrown, 
sprayed with liquids
Verbal abuse name calling, accusing/blaming, arguing, threatening 
Incivility drunkenness, boisterousness, fare evasion, unauthorised 
passenger entry
Road rage minor (name calling, gestures) to serious (assault, attack 
bus, threats)
Property damage missiles (rocks/eggs), passengers hitting/kicking bus with 
skateboards/feet, damage to bus parts
PREVENTION TECHNIQUES 
GOAL STRATEGY INSTRUMENT/
POLICY
DRIVER OPINIONS
Increase effort target harden screens not comfortable, interrupt
interaction, may aid offender
Reduce risk security guards, ID offenders, 
equip/skill drivers
CCTV, duress alarms, spit 
kits, training
not always available, personal 
surveillance, reactive, on-board 
guardians preferred
Reduce rewards reduce/remove cash go-card system little change to cash handling, 
larger denominations, crime 
attractor, fewer interactions
Reduce
provocations
reduce driver/passenger
stress and frustration
bus info boards, consultive 
committees 
not read, cannot read, inaction, 
lip service, drivers are time poor
Remove excuses information, awareness signage no warnings re abuse, too many 
signs, school program success 
CONCLUSIONS
 Aggression against bus drivers is correlated with a suite of factors 
inherent to this occupational group and the settings in which they 
work. These include: isolation, low levels of guardianship, 
overcrowding, late running and friction around fare and ticketing 
issues − drivers have few spatial and temporal choices.
 The result is high stress levels with poor physical and mental health 
outcomes, and the potential for physical and verbal abuse. 
Reportability is low (perhaps ten percent), especially for less 
serious offences and general incivility.
 Physical assaults on drivers appeared to peak in 2011-12 on the 
Gold Coast but incidents have declined over past year (cf security 
cars and guards).
CONCLUSIONS
 Most interventions have been “reactive” such as CCTV, spit-
kits, self-defence training and duress alarms.
 There are design options such as the double-step protection on 
train emergency stop buttons (see Napper et al, 2013).
 Cash-handling interactions have been reduced with the 
introduction of the Go-Card but there are still potential 
problems (larger denominations, frequent on-board top-ups).
 To be continued … observations, mapping, incident analyses, 
interviews and surveys.
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